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David Douglas Historical Society: A Closing Memo 

 

I. Inventory 
 

1. A “new” inventory created in 2013-2014 lists all items acquired from 1977 to mid 2014.  This document 

is in a small 3-ring binder located in the Society file cabinet, top drawer, in the “lunch” room at South 

Powellhurst.  This inventory was an attempt to reorganize the collection following a move from one mu-

seum room to another. 

a). the document separates the artifacts into five categories representing the three elementary school    

    districts, a forth identifies items specifically relating to the High School and/or District, listed in    

   the fifth category are artifacts attributed to the Historical Society.  

    b). an inventory page references a numbered “plastic tub” which contains the items listed on the      

   page. (see storage) Several tubs are usually required for storing the collection of a category, but    

   they are not necessarily in sequential order.         

   c). the individual composing this document did so without direct oversight from the Board. As a  

         consequence the inventory does not accurately reflect an artifact location in storage (see storage       

     room) or the originating source of the item. It is bulky, unwieldy, and is difficult to follow.   

              

2. The original inventory from 1977 to 2012 identifying an item, the year of donation, the source, and 

given an inventory number is in a larger binder also located in the file cabinet.   

  a). however, with the disposition of property required with the move of artifacts from one room to      

   another in the spring and summer of 2012, this information is no longer accurate.   

 b). items were either discarded, sold, or given away and none accounted for in the 

original inventory list. This inaccuracy led to the attempt to recreate the inventory as described   

above. 

   

4. With the exception of a few items acquired following the date of completion of the “new” inventory, the 

document, while difficult to follow, does identify all items in possession of the Historical Society.  

 

5. The file cabinet containing paper documents of Society business and miscellaneous office supplies is, at 

the time of this writing, located in the “lunch room” adjacent to the “Board Room” in South Powellhurst.  

    a). items filed here are not a complete documentation of the Society’s business from 1976 to the present 

         time.  For a variety of reasons a total set of records dating from 1977 is unavailable. 

 b). closing financial records are located in the cabinet (see Financial). 

    c). some empty scrape books, photo albums, and miscellaneous office supplies are stored in this         

  cabinet. 

 

II. Glass Cases  

 
With the move of the museum in the Spring and Summer of 2012 to the Board Room in South Powell-

hurst, storage issues have been a constant source of concern and difficulty. The Society has over one 

thousand items in the collection; some of these are fragile one-hundred old documents. There are numer-

ous photos many dating to the 1800’s and showing distinct signs of fading. Some scrape book pages have 

deteriorated because of dampness, and a large number of documents with a written account of historical 

information or action affecting the Society by the District, non-profit organizations, or governmental 

agencies, as well as those from individuals, are in need of proper storage.   
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1. prior to the move a majority of artifacts were placed in open displays, those not exhibited were stored 

in various cabinets and cupboards throughout the previous museum room in South Powellhurst, thus un-

til the required move, the Society did not anticipate a future need for additional and safe storage for the 

collection. 

 

2. the move changed the method for displaying the artifacts from an “open” view to a “closed” display, 

using five glass cases to exhibit the collection. One case for each of the original three school districts, and 

one each for the High School/District artifacts and one for Historical Society items. These five cases are 

located in the Board Room/Museum in South Powellhurst. 

 a) the Society shares the Board Room/Museum with District employees who attend scheduled meetings 

  and events throughout the school year.  

 b) access time to the cases is limited for maintenance, changing displayed artifacts, cataloging      

  purposes, and Society Board meetings.  In the past, the Society was scheduled one day per month, on 

  the second Thursday from 1:30pm to 3:30pm to manage these tasks.  Except by appointment, the    

     Museum is not open to the public. 

 

3. the bottom of each case has an unusable storage area. To either place or retrieve an item all artifacts in 

shelving above the storage opening must be removed from the case. 

 

4. the display cases and artifacts are exposed to sever fluctuations of temperature and humidity through-

out the calendar year. There are no central or area thermostats for automatically controlling the atmos-

phere in the “Board Room”.  Most often the temperature in winter is extremely cold and very hot in 

summer months.  

 

5. the museum room is shared with multiple users increasing potential accidental damage to the cases, ar-

tifacts hung on several walls, clothing in the wardrobe closet, or items stored between or on top of cases. 

 

6. this limited display area, the five cases and use of some wall space, reduced the numbers of artifacts 

which can be exhibited at any one time, and required identifying a secure storage area for the items not 

on exhibit. 

 

 

III. Storage Room 

 

A small room in the basement of South Powellhurst is identified by the District for storage of Society arti-

facts. 

 

Measuring approximately 10’x12’ the room also houses the telephone wiring and equipment for South 

Powellhurst. The telephone equipment is placed along the inside -east-facing wall.  Society artifacts are 

stored along an outside west-facing wall drawing dampness, allowing mold to occur, and in general blem-

ishing or staining artifacts, and creating potential damage from other sources because of the location. 

 

Aside from the general environment of the entire building, there is no source for controlling heat, cold, or 

humidly in the storage room. 
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1. Initially, the collection was stored in wooden boxes; because of water and dampness damage, it was 

necessary to transfer the items to plastic tubs with a tight lid. For the time being, the tubs have somewhat 

halted the deterioration effects of a poor and inadequate storage are. However, artifacts of unusual size 

cannot fit into the tubs and remain unprotected.  

 

2. Each plastic tub is numbered, or labeled with the stored contents identified; both correspond to the in-

ventory list revised 2013-2014. 

 

3. With no shelving in the storage room, the tubs are stacked one upon another, with loose, unprotected 

artifacts laid on top of the last tub, retrieving a specific tub requires the movement of numerous contain-

ers to access the one needed. 

 

4. Peeling paint, flaking wall and ceiling drywall damage has occurred in the room from years of water 

seepage, dampness and maintenance neglect.  These contribute to an already polluted and contaminated 

environment in which to store artifacts. 

 

5. The phone equipment, wiring, and devices installed along the east wall make a large portion of the 

room unavailable for storing artifacts. 

 

6. Used as housing for a telephone system, the storage area, although locked, is subjected to entry by 

workers and not secure. 

  

7.  All floor space is crammed tight with tubs or unprotected artifacts allowing no “walkway” to reach 

those in the corner space or behind other containers. 

 

8. the lack of adequate storage space, no ventilation or climate controls, cramped floor area, the absence 

of shelving, together contribute to the difficulties and concerns for storing and maintaining valuable 

items, such as 100-year-old documents.   

 

IV. Lobby Exhibit 
 

The lobby exhibit is a replica of an 1800’s era schoolroom.  It was initially set up in North Powellhurst, 

but moved to South Powellhurst when the North room was needed for student classes. 

 

The display has two rows of student desks, a teacher’s desk and chair, an American flag, and a wood 

burning stove (not operable).  Photos and other classroom appropriate “notices” are hung on the walls.  

 

1. Importantly, the exhibit is “populated” with mannequins depicting a female teacher at her desk, two 

students, a young girl and boy, are standing between the rows of desks dressed in clothing of the time. 

 

2. In the “back” of the room two adult mannequins representing parents of a student have come to the 

school to learn about some behavioral difficulties. The story of the incident, recreated from a late 1800’s 

School District Board meeting by one of our current Society Board Members, is laid open on the 

teacher’s desk for visitors to read providing definition to the exhibit. 
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3. The Society Board obtained two new mannequins, at no cost from the Oregon Historical Society, 

bought new era clothing for all of the pieces, and generally repaired mannequins which had been left un-

attended, with no maintenance, over a period of some years and deteriorating. 

 

4. The display is viewed by all who either work or visit South Powellhurst. Bobbie Green, the lobby re-

ceptionist, has commented numerous times regarding the positive comments and interest voiced by visi-

tors. Michelle Aldous, Student Evaluation Clerk, voices the same compliments from visitors she encoun-

ters. Most South Powellhurst employees appreciate the display and the positive public relations it gener-

ates. 

 

5. Complaints regarding the mannequins are voiced by a few South Powellhurst employees, they state 

that the figures “scare” them! That issue is easily solved (see recommendations). The mannequins are a 

necessary part of the display, giving meaning and “depth” to the exhibit. 

 

V. Financial 
 

The closing US Bank statement dated August 31, 2016 is accurate. It is filed in the Society’s South Pow-

ellhurst storage cabinet, located in the lunchroom.  

 

1. The Society’s closing financial information is filed in the top drawer of the cabinet. The Agreement be-

tween the Society, District and Educational Foundation for distribution of the donated funds to the Dis-

trict is included with the closing bank statement. (see “Agreement”) 

 

2. Monthly and Annual Financial reports to the Board from June 2014 to sometime in 2011 are fictitious. 

They were created by then Treasurer, Kevin Gifford, to cover his embezzlement of Society funds. These 

documents should be disregarded by persons attempting to track Society’s revenue and expenditures.  

 

3. The monthly financial reports from 2014 to the present are not complete, but those available are in the 

file cabinet upper drawer. 

 

4. The final Newsletter, dated June 2016 details Kevin Gifford’s activities, he had embezzled $9,610.33 in 

recoverable funds. A Circuit Court Hearing for sentencing Gifford occurred in January 2016, ending this 

sad chapter for the Society.  

 

5. The Newsletters dated June 2016 and those for 2012, 2013, 2014, can be viewed on the Society’s web 

pages at http://www.ddouglas.k12.or.us/our-district/david-douglas-historical-society/historical-society-

annual-special-reports/. The 2014 and 2016 newsletters document the embezzlement event, and along 

with those for 2012 and 2013, provide a chronological description of an almost four-year struggle to reor-

ganize and maintain the Historical Society. 
VI. Legal 
At the time of composing this memo, the Annual Reports for 2015 and 2016 have not been completed nor 

submitted. The reports are the IRS for tax information (the society is exempt), and State Corporation 

Division, Charitable Activities.  

 

1. Along with the “Closing” documents, copies of these reports, and any response to them, will be filed in 

the Society’s filing cabinet at South Powellhurst. 
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2. A telephone conversation today, Sept. 26, 2016, with Rhonda K. Powell, Operations Manager, Charita-

ble Activities Section, Oregon Dept of Justice has resulted in the “waiving” of those reports required by 

the Charitable Activities Dept. She was aware that the Society was in the process of dissolution. This ac-

tion prevents the collection of penalty fees or those which might have accrued resulting from late filing.   

 

3. The Society’s tax-exempt status should end with closing actions by both governmental agencies. 

 a). the Society’s IRS “employer ID number” has been 93-0976434.  

 

 

VII. An Agreement for Distribution of Historical Society Funds 
 

After a thorough discussion reviewing alternatives for donating the Society’s checking account ending 

balance of $10,687.45, the decision was made to gift the money to the David Douglas School District. 

 

The following identifies a co-operative Agreement with the Historical Society, the David Douglas 

Educational Foundation and the David Douglas School District Board. The whole “Agreement” document is 

filed along with the ending bank statement in the Society’s file cabinet. The document defines the 

relationship and responsibilities between the Society, School District and the Educational Foundation for 

funding of recommended projects.  Listed below, in summary form, are the four projects along with the 

monies assigned to each for completing the tasks. (see recommendations) 

 

1. $2,794.45 for maintaining historical artifacts, or provided as seed money for establishing a new His-

torical Society and Board of Directors within a given timeframe.2. $2,955.00 arrange for the manufacture 

and placement of a plaque honoring David Douglas. 

 

3. $2,000.00 to the David Douglas High School Activities. 

4. $2,938.00 for developing a “David Douglas Days Celebration” honoring the explorer for whom the Dis-

trict is named. 
 

VIII. Recommendations 

 
First, the District must decide about the future existence of a David Douglas Historical Society. Simply 

stated the question is, “does the community need or desire such an organization?” Addressing this ques-

tion raises the following issues:  

• if yes, what should be the mission and goals of the organization and what supportive assistance 

will the District provide to attain them? 

• if no, what becomes of the artifacts held by the District in perpetuity? 

 Determining the future of the Historical Society certainly has an impact on the following recommenda-

tions. 

1. Inventory 

 a). it is in disarray and should be cataloged again, the process supervised either by a paid or volun-   

  teer(s)  professional consultant.  

 b). if the existence of a Society is not to be continued, then the disposition of artifacts must be       

   considered; selected artifacts might be displayed throughout the districts facilities using the glass   

      cases, or the collected items gifted to the Oregon Historical Society. The OHS has been informed    

     about this future possibility. 

 c). should the artifact collection be retained under whatever management source, it is critical the  
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         storage, exhibiting and maintenance of items be undertaken to address the issues previously identi- 

      fied.  

 d). importantly the file cabinet containing important documents tracing the Society’s business or    

   activities remain in a location for ease of access for those wanting to re-establish the organization or  

   to review specific documents for other purposes.  

  

2. Glass Cases 

 a). to prevent deterioration of the artifacts the “Board/Museum Room” heat/AC controls should be set  

   to provide a consistent temperature and humidity.    

    b). for protecting and perhaps enhancing the display area, special lighting, lining or backing, should be 

         considered.   

 c). periodic attention to the maintenance of interior and exterior surfaces to insure the continued use of 

  the five display cases and one bookcase. This might include dusting, repairing sliding glass doors, re-  

  surfacing the cases with a protective coating as needed, and other maintenance work as required. 

 

3. Storage Room 

 a). it is clear the present storage room is wholly inadequate and not a proper place to store items of     

   antiquity. 

 b). while awaiting a clear choice for the future disposition of collected items, it is critically important 

    a more suitable and perhaps temporary location for storing the artifacts be identified to prevent   

      further damage to the collection.  The room should have suitable shelving for the storage tubs.  

 c). a quick search on the internet for information regarding storage of artifacts produces a number of  

      reference materials to guide in the location and “putting together” a protective environment.  The  

  Oregon State Historical Society would be a source of information and assistance as well. 

 

4. Lobby Exhibit 

 a). the exhibit creates interest from visitors to South Powellhurst and should be  maintained as a public  

      relations promotional display. 

  b). a simple solution in response to those employees who are frightened by the exhibit’s mannequins  is  

      to keep the display lighted during dusk to dawn hours, including non-school days when some       

      employees may access the building. Using strategically placed spot or overhead lights will take care  

      of this issue and perhaps enhance the display.   

 c). the lobby receptionist (Bobbie Green) can provide a watchful eye on the appearance and condition  

      of the display to protect it from sources of damage or need of janitorial services. 

    d). in the recent past South Powellhurst students have been invited to decorate the exhibit in celebra-  

      tion of holidays, as appropriate to their classroom work, the invitation should be continued.  

 

5. Financial 

 a). with the closing of the Society’s bank account and the remaining funds donated to the District for 

         specific projects, there are no further recommendations. 

 b). all closing documents are filed together in the top drawer of the Society’s file cabinet. 

 

6. Legal 

 a). at the time of composing this memo, the IRS Charitable unit has been unavailable for resolving the  

         late filing for the tax year ending March 2016 and for determining the filing requirements for     

      dissolution of the non-profit corporation. 
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 b). should this information be obtained following completion and distribution of this memo, a follow up 

   addendum can be added. 

 

7. Agreement for distribution of Society funds 

   The District must decide how to organize for planning and implementing these projects.  The following  

 are random ideas for how these funds might be implemented and are not Society requirements for 

 their use: 

 a). use of academic departments, community resources, existing District constituent groups or commit- 

   tees,  and professional consultants within the David Douglas Community are possibilities.  Except for 

  the projects creating a new Historical Society and establishing a “David Douglas Celebration”, there  

   are no given time lines for a specific project. It is recognized planning and implementation stages for 

  all four may require a period extending beyond a year or two and perhaps more to completion. 

 

 b). maintenance of artifacts and a recreated Historical Society…..the allocation of these monies is      

   dependent upon the decision to continue with a Historical Society or to abandon the concept.       

   In either case, the collection of artifacts must be cared for until a decision is reached and thereafter 

         maintained with the funds provided until the appropriate disposition of the property can be effect-      

  ted. The District Board, as it did in 1976, can authorize and appoint a new Board of Directors       

  should a qualified group of constituents request such a District Board Resolution. If there is not a   

  request within the time specified, the monies reserved for renewing the Society could be used to    

  assist with other projects or credited to any balance remaining following completion of all projects. 

 

 c). placement of a plaque honoring David Douglas, to be manufactured of bronze, and 

  be of a size to immediately draw attention. The inscription recognizing/honoring David Douglas will 

        incorporate his contribution to the scientific knowledge of plant life in the Pacific Northwest, and in    

    addition, express how his explorations are applicable to the David Douglas academic community.   

    The inscription will be generated via a contest among the middle and high school students, and sub-     

    mitted to the District Board for selecting the winning script. A prize of not less than $100.00 shall be       

    awarded to the student or group of students selected with the winning wording. The plaque will be  

    placed in a prominent location to attract attention from passing students. The High School is suggest- 

    ed as an appropriate location.   

 

 d). David Douglas High School Activities students, will identify areas of expenditure for funds assigned. 

   By establishing equitable ways for input from the various groups and clubs, students can determine  

      how the monies will be used. Supplies and capitol acquisition can be included.   

   

   Importantly, the students should keep in mind that the purpose of awarding funding to this and    

  other projects is primarily an educational one, drawing attention to, and giving recognition to, David 

  Douglas. For example, a mural, using student artist, depicting David Douglas and his time in history   

  might be placed in or on a District facility for the public and students to view. The stadium or the    

  Performing Arts Center would indeed be an appropriate location. Students involved in the decision  

     making pro ess will certainly be able to generate similar like ideas.  

 

e). David Douglas Day’s, a community celebration recognizing the Scottish Botanist and explorer, David   

  Douglas will be held yearly or biennial.  
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 The District may choose to collaborate with community groups to plan, develop and implement such a 

 festival of celebration.  The Midway Business Alliance and the Gateway Business Association hold 

 yearly  celebrations which might include a David Douglas Day’s component. The four Neighborhood    

 Associations within the David Douglas School boundaries also hold annual events which might accom-

 modate a David Douglas celebration.  

 

 The District with numerous academic disciplines available could develop a plan for producing a Cele-

 bration. Students, teachers, classified employees, parents, and selected community constituents could 

 all take part in the activities/events.  All performances will be aimed at educating, informing and enter-

 taining audiences about the life and times of David Douglas.   

 

 Events might be scheduled to take place on one campus, or maybe at different facility locations, and 

 perhaps over an extended block of time, for instance several days, a week, or several weekends.  

 

 Activities/events could include athletic competitions, performing arts, demonstrations or  displays of 

 special academic achievements, and genre representing those of music, dance, literature, and drama.  

 Presentations demonstrating the rich cultural diversity of the community are also appropriate. Origi-

 nal works by community members (students and adults) and those of copyright materials should be in-

 cluded.   

 

 The funding associated with this project can serve as “seed money” for developing a Celebration, to  

 hire a consultant to assist with the planning, for purchase of materials and supplies, or a monetary 

 contribution in partnership with other community groups. 

 

 Surely, there are a sizable number of talented individuals in the District’s employment who can generate 

ideas for planning and producing an annual or biennial Celebration honoring David Douglas. The event 

should represent this Explorer’s creativity for seeking knowledge, his determination in the face of disap-

pointment, over coming obstacles and hardships which threatened his achievement of goals, and the ap-

plication of principles for scientific research and discovery. These are the legacies which Douglas leaves 

for others to follow in today’s world.  

 

 

IX. Miscellaneous 

 
There are several topics concerning the closure of the Society not fitting into the categories discussed 

above.  

1. The first is the subject of a second book, “The History and Folklore of the David Douglas Community in 

the 21
st
 Century.” Articles for inclusion were solicited over a period of at least ten years, however, the 

submissions were slow in coming resulting in delay for completing the volume. In the meantime articles, 

selected for print, were included in several “mock ups” demonstrating various formats for publishing the 

book. Most have disappeared, however, two loose-leaf copies of the “rough draft” are filed in the upper 

drawer of the Society’s file cabinet.  

 

Following the method of the first History book, the drafts contained stories submitted by community con-

stituents telling a family’s history in the David Douglas School District. There are also articles submitted 

by area businesses. Should an interest in completing this volume and preparing it for publication be ex-
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pressed by a qualified group, the draft can be reviewed, articles added, and the collected material edited. 

However, because of the elapsed time, some information in the draft format may be out-dated and not 

appropriate for publication. There are approximately three-hundred pages with accompanying photos 

comprising the draft forms.  

 

2. A donated laptop computer, along with a printer, instructional materials, and a CD are stored in the 

bottom area of the Historical Society’s display case and should probably be removed to a more atmos-

pheric controlled environment. 

 

3. It is suggested that request for information regarding the museum or artifacts from the public be di-

rected to the Student Evaluation Clerk. 

 

4. The most recent list of Society members is in the file cabinet. However, we received at least 12 returned 

envelopes from our last mailing with “unable to locate” noted. 

 

X. Conclusion 
 

In the preceding paragraphs problem issues were identified confronting the Society, and suggestions for 

remedies outlined in the section of Recommendations. In large part these issues are the consequent out-

comes from the growth of the Society’s collected artifacts, without significant thought given to their on-

going need for proper maintenance and preservation. This is an issue needing serious consideration prior 

to any decision to continue any or all of the Society’s mission regardless under whatever management 

structure may be proposed. The maintenance and preservation reqirements will differ depending on a 

temporary or permanent storage solution.    

 

It is important to note some of the many accomplishments achieved by the Society in a cooperative part-

nership with the District. Frequently members of both District groups, Professional and Classified, par-

ticipated with Society members to identify organizational tasks and the means to accomplish them. The 

following touches on a few of these successes. 

 

1. In 1976, the District Board passed a resolution brought before it by members of a community group 

seeking to establish an organization for collecting and preserving items representing the historic devel-

opment of the David Douglas School District. The resolution creating the David Douglas Historical Soci-

ety was enacted in November 1997, by then superintendent Howard Horner who appointed the first 

Board of Directors for the Society. 

 

2. During the formative years of the Society, physical space in a District facility was identified for receiv-

ing, placing and cataloging artifacts, North Powellhurst was the first. Over time, the location changed, 

ending in the summer of 2012, with the present placement of the Museum in the South Powellhurst 

“Board Room” with the artifacts displayed in five glass cases. The moves were made necessary because of 

growing space needs for the student population.   

 

3. In addition to display and storage space requirements, the District has furnished secretarial and other 

clerical tasks necessary for conducting Society business. Throughout our forty-year history the Produc-

tion Unit has printed numerous pieces of information and annual reports for our organization. Another 

valuable service supplied by District staff is the preparation of our informational material for mailing, 

and then sending them on to Society membership. 
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4. Of particular note are two joint ventures, the placement of “markers” in specific locations throughout 

the District noting the significance of each location in the development of the David Douglas Community. 

A second major accomplishment shared between the two organizations is the placement of the Time Cap-

sule in the Performing Arts Center. 

 

5. Two very significant events underscore the partnership developed between the David Douglas School 

District and the David Douglas Historical Society. The publication of the book, “The History and Folklore of 

the David Douglas Community”, in 1986-87; and the Annual Meeting event in April 2013, titled, “An Evening 

with David Douglas” with the documentary produced and directed by Lois Leonard, “Finding David 

Douglas” the feature program. The documentary was later adopted as part of the curriculum for the 

District. This became the first time the complete story of David Douglas was to be included in the District’s 

educational course work. 

 

The three remaining Board of Directors and I have worked diligently to bring about a successful closesure 

to the David Douglas Historical Society. With this “Closing Memo”, we hope we have met that goal. 

 

Ted Condon, President 

David Douglas Historical Society 

10.7. 2016 


